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Abstract
The big data era has a high impact on forensic data analysis. Work is done in speeding up the processing of 

large amounts of data and enriching this processing with new techniques. Doing forensics calls for specific design 
considerations, since the processed data is incredibly sensitive. In this paper we explore the impact of forensic drivers 
and major design principles like security, privacy and transparency on the design and implementation of a centralized 
digital forensics service.
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Introduction
Separation of issues

Apart from victimization open standards, we tend to apply 
the planning principle separation of issues. This implies that the 
implementation is split into multiple modules that everyone implements 
correlative practicality. Every module provides Associate in Nursing 
interface which will be utilized by alternative modules (comparable to 
the façade style pattern), creating it doable to higher use, integrate and 
check modules and simply replace module implementations. External 
access to the service is provided via a separate module furthermore. 
This module provides a quiet API (Fielding, 2000), such shoppers 
will communicate with it. This interface is a base for singly developed 
graphical user interfaces and scripts. This module is predicated on 
xiraf's search language that's presently in use [1-5].

No single purpose of failure

The service shouldn't contain one purpose of failure (SPOF). This 
implies that the system shouldn't depend upon one single machine: 
if one machine fails, the system should continue sexual union its full 
practicality. Therefore, we tend to use distributed technologies. Several 
implementations exist for the necessities we wish to implement: 
distributed storage, distributed process of knowledge and a distributed 
computer programme. The Gatekeeper service is that the module that 
communicates with the skin world. the primary responsibility of this 
module is expounded to authentication (consideration 7). As mentioned 
in Section four.1.1, we tend to use the SAML two.0 commonplace for 
authentication and authorization. The Gatekeeper acts as a Service 
supplier (SP). Once a user isn't nonetheless echt once accessing 
Hansken, the Gatekeeper service redirects the user to Associate in 
nursing identity supplier (IdP), that is liable for authenticating 
the user. The identity supplier isn't a part of Hansken. Any identity 
supplier that's able to give SAML-tokens suffices, e.g. Active Directory. 
By outsourcing authentication, organization will select their own 
kind of authentication mechanisms. Moreover, it release the chance 
for single sign-on. The Gatekeeper puts the user credentials within 
the RPC-request to be used throughout Hansken. The Gatekeeper 
provides a quiet internet service (Fielding, 2000) (consideration 12). 
All practicality enforced in Hansken should be obtainable through this 
interface, like looking out, making comes and beginning the extraction 
method. The module interprets these requests to RPC-requests and 
communicates them to the Lobby Service. The Lobby Service redirects 
user calls to the suitable modules. It’s tuned in to the various routes 
that perform calls ought to follow and makes these calls in applicable 
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order. Search queries for instance are generally performed on comes 
(a assortment of images). it's the responsibility of the Lobby Service to 
initial retrieve the list of pictures from the Project Service and send the 
question on these pictures to the Trace Service. Orchestration service 
The Orchestration Service is liable for creating business selections 
supported a group of rules (consideration 11). These business rules are 
outlined and maintained outside the module and determines priority 
for various functions supported these rules. Though this module isn't 
enforced nonetheless, we've done some experiments with Drools9 and 
also the results are promising.

Project service

The Project Service is liable for storing info associated with pictures 
and cases (which we tend to decision projects). Pictures are keeping 
with a de-identified name on the classification system (consideration 
6). The distinctive identifiers got to be remodelled into names that be 
to human investigators. A case ordinarily consists of multiple pictures. 
This module administers that pictures ar combined into cases. So, the 
Project Service administers pictures and comes, together with details 
regarding these objects, just like the name of the person and placement 
wherever a tool was condemned, the name of a case and also the name 
of the investigator that created a picture. The Project Service is enforced 
on prime of a straightforward key-value store. Current implementations 
supply each publication to disk victimization Kryo10 and storing the 
image and project details during a prophetess store [6-10].

Materials and Method
The Data Service is liable for retrieving information from pictures 

(consideration 3). This implementation uses a hybrid model. On the 
one hand it's doable to run the information Service as a standalone 
service like every alternative module in Hansken, on the opposite hand 
it's doable to insert the information Service in another module. This is 
often in hot water performance reasons. For comparatively rare calls, 
like showing an image during a graphical user interface, it's possible 
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to scan information more valuable than others. After examining the 
MFT. To be able to securely store the keys, we designed an algorithm 
that makes sure the following conditions are met: A prerequisite for 
the algorithm is that the central service as well as all users involved 
with the extraction and analysis must have a public/private key pair. 
We define functions for encrypting with either the private key (sign) or 
public key of a user: the private key (sign) or public key of a user: When 
storing data for image i in the central system, we start by generating 
two keys: encryption key ki for encrypting the data and shared secret 
si for obfuscating the key. The shared secret is available to the user and 
must be provided to access the data. The “key” can be calculated by the 
Hansken service if and only if the shared secret is provided. For the 
chain of custody, we want to validate that the uploaded is the person 
that actually generated the shared secret. This is done by signing the 
shared secret using the private key of the uploaded (u): Key ki, used for 
encrypting image i, and the signed shared secret are not stored directly. 
We obfuscate (using a bitwise exclusive or operation) key ki using 
signed shared secret. This breaks the key in two. Next, we encrypt the 
obfuscated key using the public key of the Hansken service that must 
be able to access the (unencrypted) data: The keys can be stored in any 
(publicly available) database: a key store. If a user u wants to access data 
of image i, he needs to retrieve encrypted shared secret from the key 
store, decrypt it using his private key and provide it to service S. This 
service retrieves the obfuscated key from the key store, decrypts it and 
resolves ki using the provided shared secret: To grant another person 
v access to the data of image i, the up loader u (or any other who has 
access to the shared secret) needs to decrypt using his private key and 
encrypt it using the public key of person v that requires access: Now, 
user v can access the data too by retrieving the encrypted shared secret, 
decrypt it using his private key and provide it to the service.

Data Analysis
It is encrypted with the public key of the service. However, signed 

shared secret needs to be decrypted by the user wanting to access the 
data. To make sure that this shared secret is also encrypted in transport, 
a session between a user and the service starts with negotiating a 
session key t, based on Diffie-Hellman key exchange. Basically, both 
sides generate a random number: tu for the user and tS for the service. 
These random numbers square measure encrypted with the general 
public key of the act party and changed. The act party decrypts the 
random variety from the opposite party and combines it with its 
own random variety, leading to session key t: user's session, constant 
data ought to rework into constant result. If throughout a brand new 
session constant data is encountered, it ought to rework into a special 
result. This makes it potential to correlate data inside a user session, 

which might as an example facilitate in crucial a general work flow, 
however not extract WHO the user was or what he or she did. For 
reversible, crypto is employed with a system wide key and therefore the 
session key as format vector (IV). For irreversible, a digest is employed 
with the session key as salt. Message within the message scope, it's 
computationally impracticable to correlate data outside of the only 
cord. Constant data inside the message will still be correlated: once a 
price happens double inside the message, it's reworked into constant 
result. For reversible, a singular id is generated. This id is keep within 
the log and therefore the original worth is kept in associate degree 
external look-up table. Same values inside the message square measure 
assigned constant id. For irreversible, a straightforward distinctive 
variety per worth is assigned (Table 1).

Result & Discussion
None each single worth is taken into account sensitive and it ought 

to ne'er be potential to correlate the data if you do not have access to the 
first material. For reversible a singular symbol is assigned per worth, 
notwithstanding 2 values square measure constant. For irreversible, the 
worth will merely be far away from the log. The design principles dictate 
that None Irreversible is that the default replacement, therefore once no 
scope is outlined, the worth happiness to the present tag is far away from 
the log. Distribution a metamorphosis to a tags are often done severally 
from the implementation and may be modified consistent with new 
insights, legislation or business wants. Use open standards wherever 
potential. These standards embrace scientific discipline algorithms, 
message transport protocols, file storage formats, job distribution, 
cluster management, etc. By victimization open standards, we have a 
tendency to confirm we have a tendency to don't seem to be secured 
in to a particular merchandiser and have the flexibility to interchange 
components of the implementation. What is more, victimization open 
normal makes it potential to use code that implements these standards 
and is maintained by vendors or communities. Using associate 
degree RPC-call includes all the advantages as delineate. For the 
extraction of traces from a picture, browses and therefore the amount 
of knowledge to be read is presently large to retrieve via our current 
RPC implementation. It conjointly contradicts the village principles 
that each service ought to defend itself: the information Service needs 
to trust the Extraction Service with the key of the information so 
as to supply the information. Once external parties add tools to the 
Extraction Service, these tools have to be compelled to be sure with the 
key to the information further. For now, to trust these parties with the 
key to the information, we have a tendency to like creating the tools 
associate degree integral a part of Hansken, as well as a code review to 
visualize for potential information leaks. In the future we would like to 

Dataset eRTBVL family RT/RH region ORFz IGR
Divergenceb Sample sizec Divergenceb Sample sizec Divergenceb Sample sizec

Nipponbare A 0.0024 14 0.0028 14 0.0056/0.0044 09-Jul
 B 0.0055 10 0.0084 8 0.0102 13
 C 0.0033 11 0.0019 11 0.0049 10

93-11 A (A1/A2)d 0.005 4 0.0053 4 NA / NA NA/NA
 B 0.0057 13 0.0087 11 0.0089 13
 C 0.0043 6 0.0037 7 0.0031 7

W1943 A (A1/A2)d NA NA 0.0047 7 0.0113/NA 4/NA
 B 0.0062 10 0.0095 12 0.0122 9
 C 0.006 6 0.0027 10 0.0056 16

Combined A (A1/A2)d 0.0014 21 0.0011 25 0.0042/0.0039 14-Oct
 B 0.003 33 0.0051 31 0.0051 35
 C 0.0023 23 0.0015 28 0.0039 33

Table 1: Collection eRTVAL family regarding demobilization of digital forensic.
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be ready to solely run the information Service as a service, wherever the 
Extraction Service will communicate victimization channels that have 
less overhead than RPC on TCP/IP however still permits for constant 
edges, e.g. RPC on operating system sockets.

Conclusion
To browse information from a picture, the information Service 

needs variety of parameters. aside from the offset, the dimensions and 
therefore the key, the service needs a metamorphosis path to be ready 
to browse the information because it was originally browse. this implies 
that to retrieve the contents of associate degree attachment in an 
exceedingly PST-mailbox, the information Service must recognize the 
situation of the PST-file on disk, the sort of PST-encryption used (none, 
Permutation or Cyclic (Microsoft Corporation, 2014)) and wherever 
the attachment resides within the PST-file. These transformations 
square measure generated throughout the extraction and keep 
with the traces within the Trace Service in an exceedingly serialized 
format (currently victimization JSON Smile, 12 however alternative 
serializations square measure possible). once retrieving the information 
of a trace, this transformation is provided to Service and accustomed 
retrieve the first data. This makes it potential to forestall information 
being traced dead set temporary files once retrieving or process it. For 
performance, measurability and high handiness we have a tendency 
to use a distributed filing system for storing the information. We've 
chosen the Hadoop Distributed filing system, because of its natural 
affiliation to Map Reduce. Except, we have a tendency to enforced a 
version that runs on prime of an area filing system.

When Hansken is running, tons of log messages square measure 
generated (consideration 8). Examples square measure log messages 
generated by user activity, the extraction method and communication, 
however conjointly includes log messages generated by the OS and 
therefore the rhetorical libraries. Rough estimates recommend that 

the amount of log messages generated within Netherlands are within 
vary of 1000 per second. This is often variety not uncommon in an 
exceedingly ton of massive information systems and code is on the 
market to handle these numbers. We've chosen to adapt a Kafka/
Storm-cluster for our work Service.
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